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Existing Customers and

Skyrocket Your Business

The Converting Prospects to
Lifetime Clients Doctrine



INVEST 10 MINUTES OF YOUR TIME 
TO READ THIS REPORT

AND I GUARANTEE YOU'LL LEARN HOW TO UTILIZE A 

FOLLOW-UP SYSTEM TO REACH MORE CUSTOMERS
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What if I could show you a system that could lower your marketing expenses, reach the 
people who already know you, increase the number of times those customers buy from 
you and increase the amount of money they spend with you each time they come in. 

My name is Leon Hatzenbihler, I'm the founder of Fine Point Marketing and I'll show 
you that It is possible to do all those things with the use of an automated follow-up 
system.  

When a system like this is set-up and utilized correctly you can reach your best 
prospects, the customers that already know you.  

You'll decrease the amount per acquired customer, because now you are armed with 
a system to send them more offers that will have them coming back again and again.   

As you market to your existing customers you can send them offers that will have the 
potential to increase the amount that they spend each time they come in.  Up-sell 
your existing customers by offering exclusive packages that only they would receive. 

If you have a main street business, the easiest way to utilize a follow-up system is to 
offer a coupon for the customer’s information.  This is what the marketing world calls 
an “ethical bribe.”  Basically, you want to figure out how much could you offer your 
customer so that they will feel compelled to give you their contact information.  This is 
where we get into figuring out the lifetime value of your average customer.  

Lifetime Value
Let’s use a day spa, for example, that offers a number of services like massages, 
facials, manicures, pedicures, etc.  They figure out that the average person comes in 
spends $50 with them.  They also know the average customer also comes back 3 
times a year for that service.  The average time that a customer stays with them is 3 
years. So in a 3-year span, the average customer is worth $450 to them.  



Capture Your Customer's Information
Now that they’ve decided on what to offer your customers, the easiest way to utilize
this is to put it on their website and at the checkout for our imaginary day spa.  To
make this even more compelling for their customers, we want to invite them to join the
exclusive day spa V.I.P club.  On their website, they would have a special page for
customers to join the V.I.P club and input their name, e-mail and cell phone number.  

On the page, make sure to list all the benefits of joining: $15 off their next purchase,
exclusive packages that are sent to V.I.P club members only, healthy living tips and
anything else the spa can come up with.
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Now that the company is armed with this information they now have a much better 
estimate of what they can offer the first time customer.  Let’s say they decide to offer 
$15 off of the original service for the customer to sign up on the spa’s list.  You can 
see this would be well within the lifetime value of that customer but it’s also a 
compelling offer for the customer, $15 off just for signing up.

Send Relevant Messages
Once the day spa captures their customer's information they need to send them 
valuable and timely information.  First of all when they initially signed up the spa 
should send a message welcoming them to the V.I.P. club and letting them know they 
appreciate their business along with the discount for joining.   Now they can send out 
messages for offers that they can redeem in the future.

The big idea with this is to offer exclusive packages and services that will entice your 
average customer to come in more often and spend more money with you.  I 
guarantee that your customers don’t realize all the services that you have to offer or 
all the things you do. As a business owner, you’re involved in your business every 
day and know every thing you offer.  More than likely your customers don’t.  Our 
imaginary spa that offers many services could offer a special girls day out package 
among other services.  
When you do this you are increasing your average transaction cost and increasing 
the number of times your average customer comes in.  



Educate Your Customers
Educate your customers with messages about what makes you different than your 
competition. You, more than likely are doing extraordinary things in your business and
have processes that no one else has.  Educate your customers with the use of
videos or short stories of why they should keep coming back to you.

Generate Referrals
A great use of a system like this is to generate referrals.
Send out a message that asks your customers to
recommend you to 2 people and when they do they get
another bonus package or another incentive.  

Now you also have the potential to capture more potential
customer's information by bringing friends of your existing
customers into your business.  You could then offer a
referral bonus to those customers and friends.
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Why Not Use Social Media Instead of a Follow-up System?

A great question to ask is, "Why not just use social media instead of a follow-up
system?" You could be thinking that everybody sees all your posts anyway and
everybody will see every offer you've made. That would be a nice thought, but the
truth is most people are not seeing your posts.

Take Facebook for example, according to research conducted by Group M Next,
found that Facebook users are seeing posts from a brand they like 9.62% of the time.

So brands are increasingly having to pay to be seen in the newsfeed. While I don't
disagree with having a presence on social media, in fact for some businesses it can
be very lucrative. What I am saying is to maximize your efforts you should transfer
the prospects and clients from social media-to your own list and your own automated
follow-up system. So you can ensure that more of your customers will see your
messages without running ads.



A STEP BY STEP GUIDE TO SETTING
UP A FOLLOW-UP SYSTEM

SAVE MARKETING DOLLARS BY REACHING THE 
CLIENTS THAT ALREADY KNOW YOU

1. DECIDE ON A SYSTEM
Finding a customer relationship management (CRM) system is not a problem. Just
Google it and you'll find hundreds of CRMs that can help you manage your follow-up
process. The main thing is you want a system that can use a multi-media approach.
You may use e-mail for most of your contacts but you should have the capability of
using text and direct-to-voicemail communications as well. 90% of text messages
within 3 minutes according to a report by Mobile Squared. At Fine Point Marketing,
we exclusively use a system that has the capability of text, e-mail and direct-to-voice-
mail communications

2. FIGURE OUT WHAT KIND OF OFFERS YOU CAN MAKE

3. OUTLINE OTHER WAYS TO KEEP IN TOUCH

Think of what a customer would be worth to you if you could communicate to them
and have them come back again and again. If you've never thought about the
lifetime value of a customer, go back to the example on page 1 and estimate what
that is for your business.
Are there special packages that you could put together for promotions to send to
your really good customers? Jot them down and put some pricing together that
would benefit you and your customers.

What other messages can you send out during the year? Do you have a special that
runs in the summer? This is a great way to promote it by making sure it gets in the
system to send out a message on June 1. Could you do birthday or anniversary
promotions for your customers? The only limit to this is your imagination.

4. PUT YOUR MESSAGES INTO TEXT, E-MAIL & VIDEO FORMAT
Now is time to craft some messages. I recommend having 2 to 3 months of
messages prior to going live with the system. Having a message every couple of
weeks is about the right timeframe. If you can, shoot some videos and embed them
into your e-mail. At Fine Point Marketing we can help you with the videos and
scripting for ultimate effectiveness.
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5. PUT A FORM ON YOUR WEBSITE
Have you or your developer put a form on your website for people to join your special
V.I.P club. Highlight the benefits and what they will get right now if they give you
their contact information. Also, make sure everybody can find it from the main home
page.
6. GET A PROMOTIONAL POSTER FOR PEOPLE TO SIGN-UP
Get the promotional poster out front where all your customers can see it. Have it
easy for them to sign-up with multiple formats. Have them text their name and e-mail
to a special number or have a QR code that can be scanned by their smartphone
that goes right to a sign-up page.
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7. TRAIN YOUR EMPLOYEES
Train all your employees on the importance of letting everybody know about your
new V.I.P. club and the benefits that your customers will receive. Make sure every
new customer is presented with the chance to sign-up.

Call NOW to Schedule Your Free "Follow-Up System Evaluation"

In this example, I've covered information pertaining to local or main street businesses.
You should know that an automated follow-up system can and should be set-up for
B-to-C businesses, B-to-B businesses, authors, speakers, and advisors.
Basically, any business that can educate their customers further by use of a
systematized approach, can use an automated follow-up system.

Are you tired of "Free Consultations" that turn into sales calls. You'll love our
Free Follow-Up System Evaluation. During this 30 minute evaluation, an

account executive will review your existing customer list and find out if there
are opportunities to improve your marketing just by reaching out to the

customers that already know you.
Grow your business by systematizing your 

follow-up process-CALL NOW!



Are you ready to see what a

system like this could do for you?
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You'll receive a Text, E-mail and

Voicemail message.

Try it out-

Text Your

Name & 

E-mail Address

to

(920) 797-5066


